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CONCEPTIONS OF DISCIPLINE IN THE 
PUBLIC SCHOOLS OF, mE UNITED 
STATES:.FOF\ THE PAST 
SIXTY YEARS 
' ~' 
.. • 
CHAPTER I. 
PURPOSE AND METHOD OF THE STUDY. 
In attempting to determine the attitude of educators in the 
Untted States toward the problem of cHscipline during the past 
sixty years, it was necessary, at the very outset, to delimit 
the field of j_nquiry and to define the terms to be used. 
The term discipline, as used in this paper, will be under- 1 
s toad as being limited to that field which has as its ob ,jec ti ve ~~ 
the .creation and the maintenance of proper order jn the classroom) 
and in the school. This study is not concerned with any other 
form of discipline, although at times the dividing line between 
this particular problem of control and mental and moral training 
becomes filmost unrecor;nizable. Nor does the question of moti va-
tion, as such, enter the field of our inquiry. Rather, the lim-
its of discipline will be understood to be the external, physQ 
ical keeptng of good order by the teacher. 
The purpose of this research can be divided into two parts: 
(a) What ideas, ideals, methods, and conceptj_ons of dis-
cipline have been prevalent among the leading educa-
tors ~ the Untted States during the past sixty 
years? 
(b) Have these ideas, ideals, methods, and conceptions 
of discipline been influenced by the leading ed-
ucational movements of their particular period? 
If so, to what extent? 
The historical method was, obviously, the only available 
means fort he gathering of the necessary data. The field was fur-
1 
ther limited by the choice of the source rna ter1.a.ls. The record 
of the speeches and addresses presented before the conventions 
of the National Education Association, collected and published 
annually, was examined. The dates were from 1870 to 1931, in-
clusive. The data collectec from this sourc-e formed the basms 
for the conclusions, for it is taken for granted that the ideas 
expressed by the members of the National Education Association 
are indicative, at least, of the sentiment of the teadhing pro-
res s ion of the countr·y. While many of the speakers were obscure, 
and although the sincerity of some of the sentiments expressed 
might be open to question, there was a sufflcient sprink~ling of 
well known names to render the investigatlon of value. 
While the investigation proper was limited to the record 
of the proceedings of the National Education Association, other 
books and publications were consulted for the necessary back-
ground. As an added sourc~, the bulletins for the Department of 
Elementary School Princip•is, a publication of the National Ed-
ucation Association, were also consulted. 
In treating a subject as important and as inclusive as dis-
cipline, a writer is faced with the auestion of just how much of 
material prior to the dates of investigation should be necessary 
for a complete comprehension of the problem. In this case, it 
would be futile to go too far back into history to trace the rise 
and fall of the d1fferent schools of disciplj_ne. The most out-
standing phases are well known to the average reader. The Spar..o 
tan method, for example, which aimed through repression of all 
outward manifestat1ons of emotion, pain, or affection, to create 
an invincible warrior breed, is a method that needs no explana-
tion. The methods of discipline used in the early Roman and 
Greek schools, as well as the system of control practiced in the 
medieval schools, had little or no effect upon the American phase 
of educBtion, and hence will be omitted. 
'I'he concept of discipline held by the early American educa.-
tors is ra.!ther graphically depicted in the literature of the ner-
iod. The chief objective wa." a complete subjugation of the pu-
pil to the authority of the master, this subjup:~l.tion having as 
j_ ts outward symbol what was termed 11 ·;j_n-point order. 11 Iv~essen-
ger (33:269-270) sums up the features of early education in 
.'-l.merica. 
The met}Jods of teaching were s~imple and direct, though 
very inefficient. No one thought of anything but pure 
memory work, but the memory was aided by rhyme and meter. 
It was aided also by physical ao-Jliances cut from the 
branches of trees and ap~lied v1~orously and almost 
daily. 'I'he whippjng pocd .. - · ,11e center of the most 
impressive school activitie:s. 'I'hese acti.vities were 
not extra-curricular, either, they were intimately as-
sociated with class work. Some sweet spirited teachers 
offered positive rewards as an inducement to study in 
place of the ~ad. For example, punils who had learned 
their lessons unusually well would be a11owed to read 
two chapters in the bible. 
During Colonial days, and even for the first quarter cen.,. 
tury after the establishment of the republic, such metbods were 
the r-ule rather than the exc.e~)tion. Corporal ounishment was 
looked upon as a necessary adjunct of lrarning, and although the 
ideas of Rousseau, as set forth in his Emile, and carried on 
by many educators, wel e slowly permeating t:-nroup;h the various 
strata of society down to the inarticulate mass of parents, it 
·aas some ttme before any appreciable amount of reform :in the 
ac'hi±ttedly bad school situation could be detected. 
Lany of the r·epressive and coercive tendencies in discipline 
can be traced to the influence of the Puritans on the early 
school thought of the country. 
Prior to 1840 (16:22), there is little in the literature 
that will point out any conception of any other relationship 
between puoil and teacher than that of inferior and superior. 
Since it was necessary, for the show of good control, to keep 
absolute silence and order in the cla''rooms, the discipline 
of the schools was wholly restrictive or negative (16:24). 
This restrictive n1:~ture of the control was due to the lack of 
elasticity of the code of discipline, which necessitated a 
constant emphasis upon the punishrnent for non-conformity with 
the set rules, rather tl:an upon the constructive rewards that 
would follow conformity with the decrees of those in author-
ity. 
Leaving for later discussion the effects of such a system 
uoon the minds and characters of the pupils, the question of 
teaching efficiPncy under this regime is discus~ed by Pickens 
H'1rris ( 16:25): 
It seems a conservative estimate to conclude that the 
major portion of the teqcher's time was ~iven to keening 
order and inflicting ounishment. Indeed, books, articles, 
and school co~nittee regulations concerning the manage-
ment and discipline of the school specify that proper 
allowance and deduction from 11 he·: 1-~ n;:; ench lessonn must 
b "f " t' f lt" 'd "d·'. t. e maae or correc 1np.; au .. s an a. uJ.nJ.s erJng pun-
ishments. 11 'I'he actual work of instructj_on occupied on-
ly a secondary posltion in relation to the assumed im-
portance of silence, order, physical posture, and the 
lil{e. 
SurLL.'YJarizing, we find that the n sys tern was based on trad-
itional practices and ~n existing morality which was identi-
fied with religious authority andwhich presumed to control, in 
the interest of heavenly sanction, the total range of the 
l 
I 
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child 1s responses" (16:41). 
It ~ not to be inferred that prior to 1840 there were no 
educators who felt a dissatisfaction with the existing order of 
things. From time to time a voice would be raised in protest, 
but the lack of influence of the protesting individual, coupled 
with the limited nature of the facilities for the dissemination 
of his ideas, remddced his attempts at reform abortive, or 
at best, strictly local in character. 
The example of Pestalozzi, carried forward by Samuel Hall, 
and made vivid by the writings of Horace Mann, led to a spirit 
of reform that found tangible expression in the est~1blishment 
of the first American Normal schools. Their influence upon 
the thought of the American teaching profession, as expressed 
through the medium of the NatLmal Education 1\ssocia.tlon, will 
be the material for the next chapter. 
I 
. 
.. 
CHAPTER II • 
THE' INFLUENCE OF PESTALOZZI, FROEBEL, AND THE NORMAL SCHOOLS • 
Attention was called as early as 1829 to the low grade of 
teacher prepnratj_on in the United States. The profession of the 
·teacihSr was looked upon with disfavor, and drew to its ranks men 
who considered it a makeshift or a part time occupation. Worse 
stj_ll, the type of indlividual who at c.empted to teach was that 
repres~nted by professional and business incompetence (37:393). 
Standards of fitness and training were completely absent. 
The reports of Pestalozzi 1 s work filtered slowly into the 
country. It is entirely possible that the movement for a real 
teacher training had its inception independent of foreign in-
P~w~,-e, 
fluence. In 1823 the firstl\normal school was founded at Con-
cord, Vermont, by Samuel R. Hall, as a dj_stj_n(}tly American un-
dertakj_ng. Reisner ( 37:394) believes that the plan of James 
G. Carter for a teacher's seminary, as enunciated in ~is Essays 
upon Public Educatj_on, published in 1824-1825, was equally free 
from any German or other influence. On the other hand, Reisner 
feels that the reuorts of a favorable nature concerning the Prus-
sian system of training made by Cousin, Stowe, Bache, Mann, and 
other commentators had a great deal to do wj_ th the sentiment 
that. culminated in the establishment of the first normal schools 
in the United States and in the movement for state pOlicies in 
the training of teachers. 
The first Normal School in America was founded in 1838 at 
Lexington, l11assachusettes, with Cyrus Peirce as its principal. 
In his lectures on teaching, quoted by .li.eisner (37:401), we 
find some enlightenment concerning the attitude toward dis-
6 I 
cipline that was to find echo in later years :tn the proce.edings 
of the National Education Association. 
ttDecide at the outset," he advised his charges, "whether 
you will govern by fear of punishment, by force of persua-
sion, or by both, but do not vary the system continually. 
A government conducted by caprice is no government at all." 
He found all appeals to fear objectj_onable becsuse schools 
ruled by fear develop no self-control in the pupils. Per-
haps, he said, the tj_me had not arrived when the rod could 
be entirely abolished, but the occasions for its use were 
certainly rare and should be postponed as long as possible. 
When the rod was used the following rules should be applied: 
Be sure that you have the good of the pup:t 1 j_n view; pun-
ish with a feeling of reluctance; punish sparingly; be 
not in haste--review the case for mitigating circumstances; 
do not administer any kind of punishment in anger; be sure 
that it is deserved and if it is possible, convict the cul-
prit of his guilt; never resort to physicsl punishment when 
an appeal to anything else will answer as well; and take 
care it is not too severe. 
Horace !t1ann is looked upon by many as one of the chief dri-
ving forces in the movement toward a. saner method of control. 
In 1844 he observed that the doctrines and practices of the sev-
enteenth and eighteenth centuries should be modified, in re-
gard to the tra1.ning of children, for the ni.neteenth ce'ntury. 
He attacked (31:132.) the doctrine of absolute authorj_ty and un-
condi tiona.l subord:i.na tion, especially in th.e use of force, fear, 
and rain, in securing them, as being particularly vicious in 
the disregard shown for individual differences. He was not the 
first to attack the use of corporal punishment , for it is ev-
ident from his writings that such a movement had attained con-
siderable headway. One of his objections is to the cruelty of 
the substitutes in vo~ue in his day, substitutes that will re-
pay the space necessary to quote them in full (31:120). 
To imprison cbildren in a dark and solitary place; 
to brace open the jaws with a piece of wood; to tor-
ture the muscles and bones by the strai.n of an unnat-
ural position, or of holdin~ an enormous weight; to 
inflict a woufud u0on the instinctive ferlings of mod-
I 
I 
';, 
'.,; 
esty and delicacy 1 by maJdng a girl sit with t1'1e boys, 
or go out with them <lt recess; to bring a whole class 
around a fellow pupil, to ridicule and shBJme h5.m; to 
break down the spirit of self-respect, by enforcing 
some i~nominious compliance; to ryive a nick-name---
these, and such as these, are the ~entle ap~liances 
by which some teachers, who ~rofess to disregard cor-
poral punishment; mf.dntain the empire of the school 
room; as thoup):-J the muscles and bones were less cor-
poreal than the skin; as though a wound of the spirit 
were of less moment than one in the flesh; and the 
body's blood more sacred than the soul's purity. 
It might be asked at this time, why, if tbe scope of 
this paper is from 1870 t0 the present day, it is necessary 
to go back to Pestalozzi, to Peirce, and to Mann to find 
the school of thought that influenced the early part of the 
t~me under investi~ation. The answer is thnt the thou~hts 
of these men, while accepted in many auarters, had little 
or no opportunity for general dissemination. Although the 
I~orma.l School had its birth in 1838, it had a very slow growth. 
I~ was not until after the Civil ,Jar tLat they began to take 
a place of urominence in the educational scheme of the coun-
try. The nation had been gr "N1ng raDicly, spreading its fron-
tiers, both of territory and of eoucation. The result was tha.t 
the call for teachers was alw[1ys insistent, while the supply 
was drawn from the same sources that had produced the teachers 
of preceding generations. 
So slow had been the growth of the normal ::;chool idea, that 
before its presence b.ad been felt anotr"el' ph:idi!Jsophy of educa-
tion impinged itself u~Jon the consciousness of .'-i.:nericnn school 
men. This w~1s the system of thought of Friedrich Froebel, whose 
name is almost inextricably bound up witb that of the kinder-
c;arten. The first kinde11 gar·ten connected with the public 
/ 
r;.:: ~ . . . 
' 
system was opened j_n St. Louis in 1873. The ideas c£ Froebel 
must have reached America some time before that. It j_s inter-
esting to see just what the pr1nc:.iples were t1Jat underlay this 
movement. F'l'oebelrs was the phjlosophy of idealism. ·llbtrecog-
nized (37:444) in human beings the emergence of the Absolute 
into self-conscious morality. Quottng Reisner (37:446) aR:ain: 
In thinking of the individual child as a part of the 
uni VE:rsa 1 omv;::1 rd movement of the "~bsolu te toward self-
realization and as constructtvely part5cipating in this 
evolution, Froebel was led to several imnortani positidns. 
In the first place, he wa~ bound to think of the child 
in a positive instead of a negative way. The child is 
good, being God in the small. Its original tendencies 
are sound. Its original nature, if not interfered with, 
will find its own way to a worthy maturity. The child 
also con~ains within itself irrepressible tendencies 
to grow, to expand, to develop, to master its environ-
ment, to enter into relationships with its fellows. 
These jnner f,qC~Jtors of growtb are the essent1al fac-
tors in educat1on •• The child equi~ped as co-worker 
w1th the Absolute for the busj_ness of self-realization, 
is the centr~l concern in the educative nrocess. 
It is now time to investigate the result of these ideas 
upon the part of Amerjcan eduC!':ttors as ex·;ressed by them in 
their speeches and addresses before the National Education As-
sociation between the yenrs 1870 and 1880. The total number 
of pages in the reports of the proceedings between 1870 and 
1879, inclusive, is 2248. Of tl:is number 44 are devotee in 
whole or in part to the question of discipJJ.ne. The first 
indication of a changing concePtion of the nature of disci-
pline, which we can possibly attribute to the growing in-
fluence of the Normal School, with its conseauent increase of 
interest j_n thoughts akin to those of Froeb<-:1, comes inl870. 
J. L. Pickard (34:145) was apolauded when he stated that the 
will of the child should never be broken. In the same round 
I 
,. 
'" 
table discussion Emerson Elbr1dge \~bite, the man who was to be 
president of Purdue University, state superintendent of nublic 
instruction in Ohio, superintendent of schools in Cincjnnati, 
and president of the N8tional Education Associ8tion before his 
de1th; the author of Elements of P~d~gogy, School Management, 
and The Art of Teaching, brought up the auest1.on of pun1.tive 
methods (48:146). 
It seems to me that, in all these matters, there is 
danger of going to an extreme. This j_ s true j n the m8 t-
ter of corporal punishm~nt. I think it true, that the 
teacher who tr~cs to govern his schooJ by relying upon 
the rod or physical power, j_s maldnr; a a:re·,•t mistq"rp. 
In tr::d.nj_ng c'nildren that iw:ans neers to be used ver·y 
seldom. But I am far from s;:,ying that the te8 cber 
does wrong who at times falls back uuon the rod to en-
force his authority. I believe there are periods in 
the training of children when the best thing and the 
only thing that can be done to enforce authority, j_s 
by this very means~ 
J:-lere is a nroblem expressed by li:r. ihite tl_1at agit8.ted 
t:be minds of te·1ehers for many ye·1rs. It W3S felt that the 
new coctrines were to make of dj_scipl:i.ne a more hUJTJ.ane and 
~ 
a less rir;id function of the sc1'JOo1. Corporal nurd.shment 
bad from time i®nemorial been considered the best means of 
securing control. As the various new schools of thought 
were tested in the laboratory of the classroom, from time 
to time the quest1on VJas raised as to \;;hether or not discip-
line could~e adequately maint ined without recoursP to some 
form of physical sanction. l·i:r. ·:Jhite uttempted to strike 
a happy medium betw2en the forces of complete subjection, with 
the consequent reliance upon the rod, and the ·oroponents of 
a ~reater freedom than the teacherr of that day were ready to 
allow. 
The influence of Froebel can be detected in the thoughts 
'- I 
I 
of Hoose (21:147), expressed in the same round table discussion 
of 1870. 
~fu2t is ordinarily called a ~ood school is not neces-
S0rily a good place for good disci0line. a school should 
be a place where nupils can live, and live well, c"heer-
fully, hanily, profit8.bly; and ur:t-il we make OUl" scrwols 
such, we qre not jn the highest sense educntor's. :Je 
wqnt a broader platform on which to ~ark in our system 
of school disci:Jline. I cannot see w>-w a school can not 
be consj dered as a sl!·all society Ynd ·:;;over"("\ed upon the 
principles that obtain in society. 
That the reform in disciDlinary orocedure was still in pro-
cess of rPalization, and that there were still pr9ctices not 
in accord with the pr1ncioles of the men whose work had"been 
cHscussed for many ye'U'S, is ev:ident from the remarks df one 
teacher in 1873 (2:144), who warned that uhile education must 
remain forever a discipl:ine, closer• insip:ht into the minds of 
youth was begjnning to show that discipline is "of the nature 
of a nutritive rather tr,an a curatjve process, and that the 
dis[T,ust felt >y the recipient for the means emnloyed is no 
r~:e:J.sure of their discip1J.nary value. 11 
The influence of the ~•ormal :::::cbools can be seen in the 
words of F. Louis Soldan jn 1874 (43:247). He spoke with the 
voice of authority, for his life span, which extended from 
1842 to 1908, included forty-four years in the nublic schools 
of St. Louis. At the time of this speech he W3S principal of 
the high and norm3l schools. Later, (1895-1908) he was to 
be superlntendent of sc1"10ols of St. Louis, wl1j le in 188f. he 
was president of the National Educ3.tion 1:.ssociation. Eis 
oublishecJ works lnclude Landmarks in Education, and Culture 
and F'!Cts. "Instruction, 11 he said, 11 •• must furthermore 
rouse the Powers· of rd.s mind according to j_ts inher'ent laws 
and in obedience to its structure, which struc.ture is to / 
12 
be developed by a professional teacher who understands its s:t-
lent working, and not :tnjured or ~rushed by a rude or ignorant 
ll,nd." I'he "rude '1nd i'Snorant hand" seemed to be still in a 
prominent -;)osition, j_f the concern e:"h:i_-bited by the 8Dealrer ~ s 
to be taken at its face value. 
The tendency toward extremes that sometimes accompanies 
si~nific~nt changes in mPthod evidently ran its course in the 
matter of discipline. From the words of another sneaker (1:32) 
it is evident that some teachers took the thou~ht of relaxed 
discipline too literally, and in repressing harshness elimin-
ated at the same time all evidences of strength of character in 
their dealings with their puPils. This sneaker, while assail-
in~ ~eakness in the enforcement of discipline, advocated firm-
ness, intrepidity, and impartiality in the j_nfliction of pun-
ishment, wldch, he claimed, j_s the ultim~ ratio for certain 
ns.tures. 
That the study of indj_vidual differences is no new thing 
ca.n be inferred from one of the speeches given in 1875. This 
speaker (35:176-178) asserted that all faulty boys are not in 
the same class. He pointed out the steps which would lead a 
ragged, dirty, neglected boy, possessed of a lar~e amount of 
natural pride, to seek compensation for his outward j_nferior-
ity to his fellows by a sbow of bravado and an asserted inde-
pendence of the rules of decorum. Vie do not know how this ad-
dress was received, for the proceedings of the National Education 
Association, at le':;st after 1870, were nrinted without comment. 
Mr. Pickard add~d another thought in the same address, one 
that by now has been accepted by many, that problem cases are 
. . 
in ma.ny cases the result of physiological disorders, especially 
where this problem appears suddenly in a boy whose conduct prior 
to this time has been blameless. 
The objective of older schools of discipline, that of break-
ing the will of the child, seemed to be one of the points that 
1<~r. Pickard intended to break down through frequent denunciation. 
Es.rlier in this chapter he was quoted as of 1870. The thought 
was elaboratec and out into logical form in 1875. The insis-
tence of the speaker upon this one point may indicate that 
some thought on the problem was being given by the teaching 
body of the.nation as a whole • .Pickard divided faulty boys 
into two classes: the keenly sensitive and the naturally stub-
born boys (35:178). 
The former watch for s lj_Q'ht s and often provoke them; 
the latter seem to have been born ag.~inst the:ir will, 
and to have grown up with their feet and hands resol-
utely planted forward •• Side approaches suit both best • 
Issues must be avoided. 'Nith the former the objective 
point must be the heart. The confidence and affection 
must be secured. With the lattet· the will stands most 
in the way. It needs not removal, but replacing. In-
stead of lying across the path of progress, it should 
be brought into the line wi.th it •• it needs curb5_ng, di-
recting, training--not repression, nor breaking. 
Hoose in 1876 laid the problem of good citizenship on 
the shoulders of the school. He maintajned that the school 
must establish and enforce that type of disc5.pline which shall 
. , 
establish in the youth of the country the habits most needed 
by a good citizen, those of self-control and integrity. Car-
rying the idea to a logical conclusion, he said (22:186): 
11 Any school which ignores, or which is too feeble to command 
proper loyalty from its attending legrners--any such school 
is a public misfortune. 11 
,. 
I 
'14:·· 
In the discussion thus far, much has been said of the pu-
pil, and about the effeot of discipline upon the pupil. Little 
has been said of the teacher as such, even though the question 
of his training was a very important one in the period und:e.rdis-
cussion. In 1877 one man's conception of an ideal teacher, a 
conception that might very well be attributed to the influence 
of Froebel, was given utterance(40:181-182). 
The character of the teacher must be marked by gentle-
ness. Gentleness attracts, violence repels; gentleness 
leads, violence dri~es. Gentleness is as charming and 
as soft as the kiss of a zephyr, violence is as terrible 
as the storm •• gentleness saves by tenderness, violence 
ruins by harshness •• gentleness in the school-room must 
take the place of the ferule, and words touching and ten-
der must ever be char.;3.cteristic of him in whose hands 
are placed the destinies of children •• To this must be 
united firmness. Firmness is as essenti.al as gentleness •• 
So these two virtues acting in harmony should result in 
such culture as would be felt for generations to come •• 
· V~en patience i~ lost all self-conirol departs and with 
it all good govf'rnment. An i_mpatient man actually in-
vites disorder gnd produces insubordination. Unable to 
govern himself, :he loses control over· others, and anar-
chy with all its direful consequences is the result of 
his lack of this passive virtue. 
It is probable that the idea of gentleness shown by Mr. 
Rivers in this address was at variance with the practices of 
many school men~,of that day. Perhaps the background of Mr. 
fiivers was responsible for the outlook upon discipline that 
he displayed in this speech. He had been president of Centen-
ary Col,ege, Louisiana, from 1848- to 1854. From there he had 
gone to preside over La Grange College, Alabama, from 1854 to 
1865. His published works include rv1ental Ph:tlosophy (1860), 
Moral Philosophy (1866), and Our Young People (1880). Since 
the great bulk of his experience had been with young people 
bey'ond and above the age when discipline is most vexing, the 
principles of Mr. Eivers might be called into question. How-
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ever, his thoughts an discipline are worthy of ouotRtion, if on~ 
ly for the sake of the ideal quality shown by the speaker(40:184). 
>!hen discinline is required and punishment must be 
5 nflic ted it must be done with .s_ stendy hut firm and 
p..;entle hand. In rare instances j_t may be attended to 
before the sch,ol. In most instances even a reproof 
should be administered privately. 'l'he culpr·i t should 
be cqlJed to a private room, and there with all the 
influence of truth, gentleness, patience, and fj_rm-
nes~, let the fault be corrected and the offender 
saved. Alone with a teacher whose character isr~e­
spected, whose confidence he desires to enjoy, and 
whose feelings he would not wound on any account, an 
offending scholar cannot remajn perverse for any 
length of time. 
Thio chapter has been dealing with the thoughts of Amer-
ican educators for the period under discussj_on, and attempt-
ing to show some nexus between these thoug;hts Bnd the new trend 
in education. It was not unti 1 the latter part of the decade 
that the National Educ.,tion Association took up the question of 
these new movements as such. One of the first interpretations 
of F'roebel 's method of instruction came from Vdl11.am T. Harris 
in 1879. It j_s not out of place hel'e to digress for a moment 
at the mention of the name Harris, for he was one of the early 
giants of American education. Born 1.n 1835, from 1867 to 1880 
he was superintendent of schools of St. Louis. In 1889 he w~s 
aniotbnted United States Cormnissioner of Education by President 
Harrison, and filled that office until 1906, when he voluntar-
ily retired. He was editor-in-chief of ~ebster's New Internation-
al Dictionary. He is looked upon as America's first great ed-
ucational philosopher. A bibliography of his works, compiled 
after his death in 1908, contains 479 separate titles. This 
array of titles covers all the important questions that have 
been discussed in the educational world during the past hal~­
- I 
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century. His interpretation of F'roebel's method (18:156) was 
for this reason the final word for his day. 
It is the preservation of the form of play and at I 
the same time the induction of the substance of pre- ,-
scription that constitutes what is new and wonderful / . 
in Froebel 's method of instruction. There j_s a gen-
tle insinuation of habits of 9.ttention, of self-con-
trol, of concert of action, of considerateness towards 
others, of desire to participate in the common result of 
the school, that succeeds in accomplishing this neces-
sary change of heart in the child, from selfishness 
to self-renunciation--without sacrificing his spon-
taneity as is done in the old fashioned ~rimary 
school. 
The words of liarris were the last ones uttered in this 
decade on the problem of dircipline in the National Education 
Association. A ra~id recapitulation will show that, while 
much was said concerning discipline, much that was undoubted-
ly influenced by the movements that were golng on in the ed-
uca tional fleld as a whole, very little of a constructlve. na-
ture was accomplished. Disclpline did not get much further 
than the discussion s tar:e. No rules we: e formulated fdlr the 
furtherance of control, 6r, if they were, they were not as 
yet put beforP the convention of the leading educators for 
their consideratj:on. 
An analysls of the speeches and addr~sses for the de-
cade will show ~he followin~ results:-
Objectives: The objectlves of discipline, formulated by 
three different spe~kers, were declAred to be: Purifying the 
will.from the sway of caprice; the inculcating ~f right hab-
its without the sacrifice of sPontaneity; to bave the school 
considered as a small society and g;overned by the principles 
that obtain in society; the establishinp_; in the youth of the 
country those habits of self-control and of j_ntegrity that 
J 
are needed by the wise citizert. 
Methods attacked: The methods under fj_re were not as num-
erous as in succeeding decades. Four authors were responsible 
for attacks on : going to an extreme in the use of corporal pun-
ishment; repres;::j_on and breaking; coaxing and entertaining; and 
the lack of strength in the official sqnction of the school. 
Means suggested: The means sug~ested for the keeping and 
the improvement of discipline were put forward by seven speak-
eJ?s. They included: pleasanter schoolrooms, smaller schools, 
and more teachers (39:185); individual handling of oroblem 
cases through an analys 4 s of individual differences, s~cial 
and physical; the non-avoidance of issues; gentleness, firm-
ness, patience, and self-control; private reproofs; developing 
an affection in the child for the teacher; the use of discip-
line by a competent, professional teacher; a transition from 
family nurture to primary school that is not too abrupt. 
It will be seen, then, that the question of discipline, 
while C'Jlltng for comment and suggestion, was still far from 
a complete solution. While the problem was presented before the 
assembled members of the Naticmal Lducat-ion -''-ssociatj_on in the 
dectde be~inning with the year 1870, it remained for the fol-
lowing ten years to find a practiC'il way out of the dilemma. 
:Jhile it j_s not to be inferred that the problem was settled 
forever, still it must be conceded that an honest attempt was 
made during the 1880's to put the nroblem of djscipline on a 
acient~_fic footing. How this was done is the material for the 
following chapter. 
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CHAPTER III. 
CJNCR.ETE RESUL17S OP FROEBEL'S P)UNCIPLES. 
The discussion of discipline in the meetings of the Nat-
ional Education Assoc~ation reached a high point of interest in 
1888 when, out ~f 794 pages in the complete report of the pro-
ceedings of the association, no lesr than thirty-ej_ryht were de-
voted to this problem. Three of theyears of this· decade, 1881, 
1882, and 1887, failed to bring out a single discussion on the 
subject as such. The speeches that were reported, however, for 
the years in whiqh discipline was under discussion, furnish the 
investigator with some interesting data. There were nine sep-
arate speeches in which discipline was the domin'1nt note, and 
a study of them tends to show an attem1t to put the doctrines 
of Froebel into a workable form for the use of A~erican schools. 
This can be observed in the words of a speaker of the early 
part of this period (24:214-215). 
This rei~n of authority in our schools is, I believe, 
the great hindrance there to the development of charac-
ter.- Authority j_ s a grand and necessary element in hu-
man society, but its forte, surely, j_s not educ:<tion. 
Author5ty deals with what is purely external; it can 
oblige to certqj_n forms of physical actlvi ty, and so 
led to form hab1ts, which constitute char11cter, only 
by motives addressed to reason, sensibility, and con-
science; •• The atmosphere of our schools, even today, 
(with a few beautiful exceptions), is an atmosphere 
of authority. The child as he enters the door is met 
by rules-- 11 you must not wh1sper 11 -- 11 you mast not turn 
your head" •• This is not an exaggerated Picture of the 
anti qua ted and abominable sys tern- whlch reigns :i.n (I be-
lieve) the majority of our schools, and those schools 
are most adnr'red :i.n whic 1·1 it j_s most com')lete and most 
automatic •• But this government by authority not OT1ly 
fails to do what :ts desired, it seems to me. to have 
positively vic1ous re2ults .• And since to enforce these 
arbitrary rules, nun1shment is often necessary as for 
moral wrong, the tendency of them is to obscure the 
child's morsl sense. 
18 I '''< ·-· 
Miss Hyde's chief complaint was the deification of author-
ity in the schools. The first constructive suggestion that she 
m·,de is reminiscent of the words of J. E. Hoose (op. cit.) ln 
1870C24:215). 
It is not licence which I desire, but liberty. Let the 
children be subject in school to the sqme law, (~md no dlther>) 
which should govern them, and every one, out of school--
the law of right and courtesy •• Iet us not meet them at 
the threshold with arbitrary restrictions, but, when there 
is need for it, explain to them that where there are so 
many together nny unnecessary noise or disorder is an 
interference with the rights of othP:·s, and therefore 
wrong. Let us su·hstitute for the dictum of corn•nand the 
question "Is it right?" Let us be patient with the child-
ish thoughtlessnessi and careful to pun-ish only moral 
wrong. The teacher s office in school n:overnment, as I 
understand it, is not that of a dictator but a guife. 
In place of command let the child he·;r: ~Tb.1.s course 
which you want to pursue is unvdse and wrong, j_t seems 
attractive now, but you will be sorry for jt hy and by." 
•• If such a presentation is not enough, and we see that 
the inclination is going to conquer conscience, there is 
the next appeal to the ap~robation of those he loves and 
desires to please; and as a final resort the sorrowful 
statement of fact--not a threAt-- 11 If you do what is wrong 
it will be my duty to punish you;" ":,nd punisbment, when 
deserved, must be as cePt'in as the law of gravitation. 
Thus one speaker attempted to woTk out a rational system 
of pupil control. ,;he also vvarned ~er listeners concerrd.ng 
an attitude that seemed to be prevalent in the schools of 
trea'ting all pupils from the outset as being guilty until proved 
innocent. She felt .that if this a-L.ti;t;ude were continued, it 
wouhl be a miracle if some of the pupils did not speedily be-
come guilty of some fault of greater or less degree. 
The effects of the new order of things in school discip-
line, especially when handled by te•chers who had difficult 
classes to contend with, is illustrated in a speech given in 
1884 (28:134). Miss Kellogg complained that a teacher entered 
the classroom expecting to meet resistance, and that this re-
j 
sistance was caused by nirrPverent self-assertion!'. This caused 
the teacher to be in a state of high tension, watchfully wait-
ing and attempting to quell any incipient disturbance. She said 
that actual teaching does not wear out a teacher; "it is the 
expenditure of nerve and will-power to hold the pupil in a 
necessary condition to be taught, th3t saps the teacher's stren~th." 
The heal thy pa' sian for play that rules the lj_fe of the child 
is not antagonistic to the proper settjn~ for effective teach-
j_ng, foi' that can be utilized by the :i.ngPnJ.ous te3.cher. Rather, 
---and this seems dj_stressingly modern for 1884--'' •• there is a 
natural defiance of controlling authority in Americgn children 
tliat presents an intangible barrier to the teacher's approach--
a kind of 'annex' to the total deprsvjty one is orepared to 
meet.n She maintains that the q:reat feat to be accompli .. shed 
by American teachers was to teach over and in spite of the ob-
struction of 11 bristlinJ?: self-assertj_on 11 that the chilcren con-
• 
structed against teaching authority. If a te'lcher could not 
do this, he or she wa- dropped from the rolls of that partic-
ular school system with the remark 11 want of executive ability. 11 
Th~ speech of ~iss Kellog~, if it can be taken as rep-
resentative of any considerable percent8ge of Amer:icBn tea-
chcrs, seems to indicate thot there was a considrrable ~ulf 
between the ideal 6onception of discipline, such as the fol-
lowers of Froebel advoc·ted, and the attemnt to nut lt into 
universr~ 1 prac t1 ce. ·ibether this W':l s due to a faulty under-
standing by the teachers of the method of procedure, or wheth-
er the fault could be traced to poor supervisory v;ork, there ~ s 
no present indic2tion. 
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The ut:i.li za tion of school disc~. nline for soc i.s_ 1 V? lue vra s 
J.c'Jvoc3.ted by ·,,j_1Jiart1 T. E·rris in 18S4. The :J.9:1lications that 
he laid down were, he asserted, valid un~er all cond]tions of 
soc:tety. Tl1.ey are (19:12): 
a- Obedience towards parents. 
b- Obedience towlrds emoloyers, overseers, nnrl 
superv]sors ~s re~ards the details of work. 
c- Obec::i r-:nce tmrrd +:be P:over-nment in j ts ler:;al1y 
constituted authority, civ].l or militAry. 
d- 0bedience ton~rd the divine vill, ~o~ever re-
vs 1 ed. 
~1e i~ess of Earris seemed to find sympcthizers, for in 
l8Sf'", one spe·11-::e r· ( 46: 85) attacked the theory that outward con-
for·mity with the rules '~i'ns the l:ri.r:~hest :::tirn of discinline. 
Stearns stressed the necessity of trying to lift the pupil to 
a hir:;rwr plc:ne of thour~;ht and 9.ctlon, and to enl].st his better 
1v .. ture in the effort to overcome wrong tendenc j es. 'l'ha t kind 
of mami.e;en1ent which would brin.P: the pu;Jj_J 's nature j nto c;:1ad 
conformity with what is right, ~ivin~ him a conscious feeling 
that he chooses to do the right thing bec·1use it j_s rjght, and 
f~nding incre~se~ stronath and self-resnect in so actinP:, w~s 
t~e only ri~ht and just mode of control. He auoted Locke to 
emphasize the bad effects of the oth0r kind of discipline, 
l t I! 1 . l "' . ]' 1 1 . h" 11 d 1 b t 1a- s !JVJ_f~ 1 OlSClP .... J .. ne mt=i:Ces a s avJ s cemper , an e .. a or-
ated on the words of the phj.losouher to inter~ret a slavish 
temper as one that is cunr:dnr~, ceceitful, eye-servinr, <.:',nd cmv-
ardly. Stearns strongly advocated sy~pat~y as a necessary con-
comitant to discipline. Eis words on this particular uhase of 
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the problem are worthy of verbatim quot?,tion (46:88): 
He1Lpfulness gains confidence and cooperation, and 
is founded upon that· sympathy whicll understands and 
appreciate~ both the weaknesses and the better im-
nuTses of childhood •• Thus disci·J1:ine becomes but 
an inc~dent to helpfuln~ss. It is neither retrib-
utive nor for the sake of an example; there is no 
Place in school for Aither of these sorts. It is 
purely personal, desi~ned to add the strong ui11 of 
the teacl:ter to the we:1k will of the child, and thus 
help forvmrd on the road of self-control. In all 
cases the less severe it is the better, provided it 
be effective, since the natural sensiti.veness of the 
child is less impaired by it. 'l'o destr"y tl1Js is to 
brutalize him; and tn resoect and conserve it is the 
aim of r tional manaRement. ~e need teach•·rs, not 
~ominies; leaders, not drivers; those who inspire 
new life instead of new fear. Frank relations are 
possible ohly unc1er such conditjons, and frank re-
19. tj_ons are lndd.spensable to r:i r;ht ·-,,oral growth. 
In 1888 Gilbert (13:536) attacked the concePtion of de-
manding discipline for its own sake. He did not deny its use-
fulness or even its necessity, but stated that society tmst ex-
act ·it and schools must have it, not because of any virtue in-
herent in it, but solely because of its expediency. He advo-
cated dethroning it from its lofty Dosition in the schools, as 
it already had been in the social and political systems. He 
felt that too much worry and a ttenti.on was 2:iven to discipline 
·in the schools, for experience had shown that it co11ld usually 
take care of itself, with nothing said~ and very little thought 
about it. The natural analytic powers of the children soon 
tear the structure of control apaPt, finding out for themselves 
all that is of importance in ..... ll.o. If necessity arises, it 
ihould be enforced, but this necessity, he felt, should arise 
but rarely. He assured teachers that if obedience should be 
relegated to a secondary position in the scheme of school dis-
cipline,tth~ teacher would not be robbed of authority, nor 
' ":
would the irmnedia te result be anarchy. On the contrary, order, 
:u1d an increased obedience, obedience of a more willing sort' 
would fol-low. 11 0rdinarily the boy or girl in school, as much 
as his elder l.n society, has a perfect right to know the reason 
for co:mnands to which he must submit; and the wise teacher, 
while not br·,·Joldng insolence, will yet recognize the rir;ht, and 
will not provoke to wrath for the s~ke of proving authority." 
Gilbert's substitutes for the measures he attacked were a fos-
tering of self-control and an emphasis upon self-sC?.crifice. 
The last speaker of this decade whose speech is the con-
cern of ttd.s pape1·, Luncan Br~own, deserves the final word, for 
he was the first speaker during the twenty years that have been 
treated so far to systematize discipline through the medium of 
rules and laws. It might be said that his viewpoint put into 
workable form the thoughts and theories that had been expressed 
-rJri or to this time by the le,td.ers of educational thought. The 
philosophy underlying his wor·k can be traced to the influence 
of Pestalozzi, of Froebel, of !'ann, of Pej_rce, and of ''!illiam 
H~rris. He stressed the fact (6:104) that true discipline is 
concerned with the training of the eye, the ear, the hand, and 
the mind, to obey the will, with the will dependent upon the 
conscientious dictCJ.tes of the judgment, and r;.ll these under 
the control of proper authority. He felt that discipline is not 
something to be achieved immedia tmly, but .is a training that 
takes time, often many years, to br:i.ng to maturity. 'I.'he car-
dinal points of success in discipline for the teacher, while 
subject to variance because of circnmst.D.nces, are a genuine 
love for the pu:)j_l, p:::1 t ient persistence in training, a true 
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example, and the will t~ be obeyed. 
He lad down four main points that he would insist uPon in 
all school discipline (5:109): 
1- Absolute and immediate obedience to all law-
ful commands. 
2- Self-ssc~ifice for the general rrood; with the 
corollary that in the end this will prove best, 
even for self. 
3- Self-sacrifice now, for the sake of incressed 
power hereafter. This includes training in 
good habits, the subordination of desire to 
duty, and the following out of some definite 
lines to a definite end, with a definite pur-
pose. 
4- Self-control now, including, perhaps, training 
through suffering for greater power and use-
fulness hereafter. 
Brown took up the auestjon as to just when should disci-
pJine first reach the child. He was a strong advocate of the 
practice of beginning with the very first days of the child at 
school. Thts should be brought about through. traj_ning the child 
to obey some dj_st1nct rerrulatj_on, 1Nhether pleasant or unpleas-
1nt. As to the continuation of the per1oc" orf discipline in 
point of time, he felt that some form of discipline or of reg-
ulation is of value to men and women of any age, and as long 
as they are under tutelage in any form. 
He seemed to have little faith in the efficacy of the new 
forms of pun1shment, for he felt that students' courts, 
trials, self-punishment~ and other artifi.ces, while they had 
been tr1ed, in some cases successfully, j_n the long run they 
not pay. His conviction was that the teachers in a g1ven school 
should know better than the pupils vv-h·:::.t rep,ulations andpenalt1es 
are best, both from the standpoint of justice as well as from 
the question of their advisability. His stand was that the 
teachers should prescribe the penalties, allowing the students 
the opportun:t ty to ask questions and to present petitions at 
any reasonable time. 
Brown's seven laws of discipline (5:110) conclude the con-
tribution of the ProcePdings of the National EducatiGn Associa-
tion to this period. 
1- Every school of any grade, from the kinder-
ga~ten to the university, should have some 
definite laws, -vvhich must be obeyed, under 
penalty of some form of punj_shment. 
2- The penalty should have some proportionate 
relation to the offense. 
3- 'I'he penalty should be sure rather than se-
vere, although it should always be severe 
enough to count. 
4- The punishment should not be such as to per-
manently degrade the student in his own es-
timation or in that of the school, if he 
makes reparation as far as possible. 
5- So far as possible it should avoid subjec-
ting either teacher or student to ridicule. 
6- Its object should be only to reform the 
,; ,· 
fender, or to prevent other offense.s in the 
school, never t·o take revenge in any form. 
'7- Opportunity shouldalways be r:dven (::i.n pri-
vate, or before· t}:le f3.cul ty), for the pupil 
to plead his own cause, a <1d any kno·wn in jus-
t::i.ce should be prompt+y acknowledged and re-
paired as far as pos''ible. 
The analysis of the speeches and addresses of the decade 
comprising the years 1880 to 1889 inclusive, yields the fol-
lovdng data: 
Metl19ds attacked: Purely external authority, "must nottt 
and "shall not" authority; the autornat:5.c and complete submJs-
sion; obscuring the child's moral sense by making the punish-
ment of ceremonial offenses eaual in strin~ency to that inflic-
ted for moral offens·es; arbitrary restrictions; trra tlnp; pupils 
as guilty until proved innocent; slavish dis ci.pline; retrib-
utive discipline, for the s0ke of an examnle; driving; fear; 
that diligence ln study and outward obedience that is securedi 
by means that divorce conduct and r-ight motive; authoritative 
restrai.nts and artificial incitements; order alone, to compel 
attention; the display of needless authority, or the appeal 
to wrong motives; too constant watchfulness, too much con-
straint, amd too unyieldi.ng a control (10:491). 
IV~eans suggested: The careful te .. ,ching of rigJ-Jt princi-
ples-of conduct, reenforced and vit':llized by the personal DOW-
er and llfe of the conscienti.ous te ~cher, ::md intensifled by 
the well-regulated association with his mates; the cult::tvatlon 
of the closest possible fellowship with the children, by an 
ever ready sympathy in whatever is glad and joyous in their 
childish experiences, entering into their small griefs as 
well, and taking a hearty and generous part in their studies 
and the:i.r sports, yet leaving them in all these :i.nterests much 
to their own resources; to make the work assigned meet the lear-
ner's need (10:487-493). Brown's rules for d:i.sciuline; his keep-
ing the supremacy of the teacher in the infliction of penalties; 
enlisting the better nature of the pup:i.l in the effort to over-
come wrong tendencies; subjecting the children tb.the law of 
·right and courtesy; explaining to the children the necessity 
of d:i.scipline; patience, allied with firmness. 
Objectives of disclpl1ne: the carrying over of the school 
discipline into.the dsily life of the pupil; the use of author-
ity in such a WGy as, by obliging to certain forms of physical 
activity, to lead to habit formation, and hence character, by 
means of motives addressed to reason, semsibiJity, an6 con-
science; to bring the pupil's nature into conformity with 
what is right; to respect and conserve the natural sensitive-
ness of the child; to produce a self-rr,overn"ing body, one whose 
moral consciousness has not been blunted; to put the pupil 
most surely in con~and of himself, of his best powers of ac-
complishment and of service, in whatever line of work he may 
decide to engage. 
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THE INFLUENCE OF' THE HEhBARTIAN MOVEMENT. 
The system of education of John Freder:ick Herbart (1776-1841),. ·· 
while it covered the entire field of instruction, is summar:tzed 
here only in regard to those particular aspects that relate to tee 
question of discipline. He held that instruction :tn knowledge, 
even the apparently non-moral in kind, pf'rforms an important fun 
tion in the development of moral character. He made a sharp 
distinction between mere governmental or police regulation of 
a repressive character, by means of which the child was held 
in check w:tthout regard to any specific moral effort, and the 
mo:t'e serious, far-reaching efforts that involve the formation 
of moral habits. ·Government he defined as the :tmmed:tate main-
tenamce of outward order through enforced authority, the hold-
ing in check of the youth, partly that education might suc-
ceed, partly to secune the safety of the child, and in addit-
ion to protect society against the natural tend~ncy of the 
child toward destruction and mischief. He defined training ·as 
moral education itself in so f~>r as it works diirectly upon the 
mind. The cardinal principle of Herbart was the development 
of instruction that makes for character. While Pestalozzi 
held that the end of eduaation was the harmonious natural 
development of all the powers of the human being for the sake 
of his true moral nature, Herbart attempted to show how the 
daily activity of the school might brj_ng about this des:ired 
result. 
After Rerbart 's death his theori.es were carried on and 
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and developed by Tuiskon Ziller, Karl Volkmar Stay, Karl Lange, 
and others, among whom was Vlilhelm Rein, head of the department 
of pedagogy at the University of Vienna. It w~1s not untj_l 
fifty years after his death that his educatjonal theories had 
any effect upon the thought of America. A number of American 
students were attracted to Rein's seminar at Jena (37:464), a-
mong whom were Edmund James, Charles De Garmo, and Charles and 
Frank McMur1~y. Returning to this country, f1_red with enthusiasm 
for the Herbartian theories and nractices, they began to move, 
by pen and by example, for the adoptian of the Herbartian sys-
tern in the public schools of America. 
The most acceptable part of the Herbartian psychology, from 
the point of view of American educators, was the new light it 
shed upon the process,- of charactei' development. The Herbart:i.an 
movement enjoyed j ts greatest vor.:ue between the years 1892 and 
1902. The result of the:impact of these ideas upon the educa-
t:i.on of this country, as shown by the proceed1.ngs of the Nation-
al Education Association between the years 1890 and 1899, in-
elusive, will now be observed. 
That the ideas of Herbart concerning character develop-
ment were a cause of concern to educators in the beginning of 
the decade, and that the methods by which these results could 
be obtajned were still a matter of discussion, cqn be inferred 
from a group of prefatory remarks to a paper read in 1890 
(50: 99): 
~Nhen I say discipline, I do not mean the discipline 
which serves as a curb but not as a stimulus. Such dis-
cipline would produce stagmi tion, and stagnation is 
death. To teachers I wo~ld say~ "Preserve discipline 
even if all else be sacrificed, and yet what can be 
sacrificed if discipline be maintained? A study of th~ 
,',,, 
leading j_nstitutions of the world vvill show fluctua.t:i ons 
in numbers in proportion as the discipline is good ot' 
bad. 
Coming right down to the question of the Herba.rtian prin-
ciples (50:100): 
Evidently then it is with the discipline of the school 
that we need be most concerned. The habits there formed, 
moral, intellectual, and physical, can with difficulty 
be eradicated. While perfect discipline in a class or 
school must ever be regarded as an indispensable condition 
of succes 0 ful teaching, its results are now more far-reach-
:i.ng •• 'JVhen we consider, then, that the great ob.iect cf a · 
teacher ~ to determine the best ways of managing a boy 
and of developing his character and power, it seems that 
we should be duly impre:=:sed with the importance of having 
teachers who are mentand who are trained for the work •• 
Teach obedience first •• Without obedience nothing is 
possible. It is the foundation stone of all law and 
order, the basis of all civil government and c:i.viliza-
tion •• Perfect obedience would meqn perfect discipline, 
but not every teacher commands it, neither can we pre-
scribe any law by which it may be secured. One exer-
cises personal influence, another force, but in some 
way or other it must be had if the relation of teacher' 
to pupil is to be preserved. PuPils should be made 
at a very early dat~ to subordinate their will and prac-
tice self-control and denial. 
'iligglns condemned (50:102) any mechanically administered 
system of discipline, on the grounds that it will defeat its 
own purpose by becoming ineffective, and that the indlvidual 
development of the st:.;_dent will be frustrated. Firmness, 
1Cindness, justice, and the sympathy of those to be governed, 
are necessary for the establishment of the authority of the 
teacher. Above all, trust j_n. the pupils is necessary, even 
when it seems that the trust is misplaced. But besides the 
objectives of obedience and truth, the pupil must be given a 
high concention. of duty, and be made to realize that his nat-
ural endowments can be developed only through ihdustry. To 
bring this about it is essential that no opportunjty be giVen 
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for the formation o~ habits of' idleness. 
Charles DeGarmo himself, whose book, Herbart and~~­
bartians, is considered an authorit3tive source, and who cli-
maxed a long life with the presidency of Swathmore College, 
spoke in 1890 (7:123), and reminded the assembled educators 
that 11 wha tevei• may be true of will-traj_n:tng through the ex-
ercise of authority, the teacher must never forget that :tn-
struction can reach the will only· over the bridge of interest, 
for only through interst can instruction set up ends for which 
the mind is willing to struggle.!t 
'The. factor of interestingness was also brought forwa1,d 
by Wiggins (op. cit.), who suggested that in nine cases out of 
ten when the class becomes restless and yawn and lounge during 
the recitation, the teacher should blame himself, not the 
pupils. He informed his listeners that new methods of impart-
ing knowle~ge i.n an interesting fashion had been perfected in 
the preceding few years, and bluntly su~2ested that the rank 
and file of the teaching profession should give a li tle time 
to the study of them. 
The question of punisbment must inevitably obtrude itself 
in any discussion of discipline, and Wi~gin's paper shows that 
the sharp division between the old school of rigorous punish-
ment and the new school of frer·dom was still in ef"'ect. He 
said that the most j_mnorta.nt principle to observe in school 
. . 
discipline is a dj_stinction at all times between ceremonial 
offenses and moral offen~es, ahd that there should be deter-
mined,, with careful equity, scrupulously p;rqduated punishments 
to meet the several offenses. The i_mportance of the pupil 
r 
t~ 
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respecting the iaw from a recognition of its justice was 
stressed. Regarding corporal pun:i~shment, lilthough personal-
ly opposed to it, h~ felt that there was a great deal of un-
necessary sentimentalism involved j n the who~~~ .question. 'iJbi le 
not unconscious of the ill effects and ~angers that attend its 
abusP, he urged that "such punishment be inflicted un~er the 
most careful restrictions, and only where the degrB-dation of the 
offense overshadows any de~~adation that may be supnosed to 
attend :i_ts use." It might be inserted here, parenthetic~lly, 
that the idea of corporal punishment for extreme cases was 
not incompatible with the ide"lls of the Herbnrtians. 
One of the best examples of the Herbartian influence 
appeared in the meeting of 1892. Here W[J s adv~nced the thought 
of character development throughtspontaneity (23:188-189). 
We should control children because the wise and definite 
control by a superior will develops the will~ power of 
the child, and qualifies him to dir•ec t his own life 
when he reaches maturity •• Uncontrolled forces lead 
inev:ttably to ruin and disaster •. But while control 
by a superior will is essential and natural, it should 
never prevent the full development of spontaneity of 
character. It is not necessGry to dw~rf a soul bv con-
troll:ing it. The clr•j_ld's inc:i:V:i_duality cannot be.weak-
ened without fatal consequences •• 
'rhe spea 1cer, James L. Hughes, formulr:-, ted nine laws for 
the establishment of the relationship between control and 
spontane:i_ ty. They are: 
1- Control by external agencies should last for 
the shortest possible time. Self-d:i~rection 
should be the aim for the nupils from the 
first. 
2- Control should never degenerate into coercion. 
' .~ ·~ '' 
3- The child should not be conscious of the re-
straint of external control through the per-
sonality of the teacher. 
4- Human contr>ol, lUre D:t vine control, -should be 
prompted by love, based on love, and executed 
by love. 
5- It is utterly degrad1ng to give the puoils the 
ide8 that they are naturally eYpected to do 
wrong, qnd that the teacher's constant.duty 
is to check thej_r na tur'' 1 tendencies. 
6- Ali control is wrong that attempts to fetter 
the child with a man's thoughts, motives, or 
creed. 
7- Growth··Qannot be forced, B-nd the attempt to 
fore~ i~ checks spontaneity·and weakens in-
dlviduality. 
8- In the trainlng of self-expresslon, self must 
not be sacrificed to exprPssion, or spontan-
eity will be lost. 
9- Spontaneity may be restricted by scho-1 pro-
grams. 
Another speqker, this time in 1898 (15:357), gave evidence 
of the mounting tlde of favor.that the Herbar>tians were enjoy-
lng ln the field of discipline. Halleck pointed out that ra-
tional child observntion, coupled with the study of physlblog-
ical psychology, had emphasized the fact that activity ls one 
of the special characteristics of the child, and that because 
of this he should have far more motor training than was ac-
; 
corded him at that ttme •. His chief comolaint was that the tea-
cher repressed the natural bent for activity of the child with 
t~e const3nt admonition to be still. 
The growing sentiment concerning the imnortance of the' in-
dividual pupil and his reaction to the means used for the attain-
ment of discipline, which was the direct result of the influences 
studied in this chapter, is illustrated by Earl Barnes in 1895. 
He repartee an eYperiment that he had conducted through. the me-
dium of pupils' themes to determine their attitude toward pun-
ishment. His material was gathered from 4,000 pupils of the 
California schools. His conclusions were that with the children 
studied, the common form or type of punishment, whether just or 
unjust, that lingers longest in their minds is some fo:om of bod-
ily pain; that children do not object to severe penalties as 
such; that checks and extra work had ceased to be much used as 
punishment, or else had made such a slight impression on the 
minds of the pupils questioned as to be overlooked in their 
themes; that boys were treated more severely than were girls; 
and that what he terms the most civilized penqlty of all, cor-
recting the harm, is hardly connected 1n ·the minds of the chil-
dren at all with misdemeanors. Barnes came to the conclusion 
that penalties were kept before the minds of tre children ra-
ther as fear-inspiring agencies than as remedial measures, or 
else that children are in that state of their development 
.when they naturally look upon punishment from this Dei nt of 
view. 
The opening words of B~trnes 's paper might 2erve as a fit-
t1.ng conclusion to the study of the sentiments expressed 
ing th~s decgde, for they epitomize the ideals of discipline, 
especially that phase of discipline that has its sanction in 
puhishment of any nature, that were advanced by the Herbartians. 
He said that all putb,d.sbment should te remedj_al in i_ts nature 
(4:914); hence, any punishment which leaves the child in a 
wor·se frame of mind than it found him is wrong, and from the 
point of view of the intelligent teacher has been a failure. 
"vTha t a child ought to feel _has nothing dlo do with the case. 
Our problem is the:same as that of the physician: How has the 
remedy which we have applied actually affected the patient? 
Has it left him better or worse than he was before?" 
In spite of the great interest epgendered j_n the minds of 
educators in America by the spread of the doctrines of Herbart, 
there was a paucity of materjal directly relatlng to di sci.Pline 
in the proceedings of the National Education AssociatLm in 
the period 1890-1899. Of a total of 10,454 pages in the vol-
umes cohtaining the reports of the Proceedings, just 116 were 
devmted in whole or in part to the discussi_on of disciplinary 
problems. The sentiments expressed were, however, easjer to 
classify and account for than were those of the p~eceding 
twenty years. All spen.l{ers showed a pronouneed . leaning in 
the directj_on of the Herbartian school, and th~ summarizing 
analysis will show even 0:ore clearly just hovt close the bond 
was. 
~ethods attacked: control by physical force only (45:766); 
disc:tpline which serves as a curb; disd pline mechanj cal ly ad-
minister·ed; the multj plication of rules and punishments; any 
punishment that leaves a child in a worse state of mind 
.:J· 
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when it found him; contr.o:t that degenera tea into coercton; 
giving the pupils the idea that they are naturally expected to.· 
do wrong, and that the teacher's duty is to check theh:· nat-
ural tendencies; the attempt to fetter a child with the thoughts, 
motives, or creed of a 11io9.n. 
Means su~gested: interest; love of the pupil; unconscious-
ness of restraint; trained mentteachers for boys; teac~ing ohe-
dience as a foundation; e·Jrly subordination of the will of the 
ptipil, and teaching the nractice of self-control and self-de-
nia 1; firm:fues s, ldndnes s, justice, and the sy:npa thy of the gov-
erned; trust; graduated punishments, depending for the:i.r sever-
. 
i ty upon the importance of the offense; cor~Joral punishment un-
der careful supervision for extreme cases; motor training to 
utiJ.ize excess activity. 
Objectives of discipline: to determine the best way of 
managing a pupil and of developing his character; a respect 
for the law through a recor.n}.tion of jts justice; the ab1lity 
to d:i.rect one's own life when one reaches maturity, as a result 
of. the wise snd d~finite control bf a superior will • 
. , :.· 
ont,tER V. 
THE EATILY .It{FLUENGE. OF JAMES, PARKER, AND DEWEY. 
'iJhile the 1890's were almost wholly Herbartlan in their 
expression of their conception of disciPline, the first de-
cade of the ti.','entieth century presents so many names t11at have 
made educational history that no paper of the limited icope of 
this thesis could hope to do morP than merely 5ndicate the 
most important trends. 
As W9.S jndj_cuted in a previous cha~ter, the rnpid expan-
sian and systematization of city and rural scl-JOols, with the 
introduction of many new subjects, resulted in a hasty prepara-
tion of the materials of instruction, and a consequent diver-
sity and confusion among schools. Schoo] policies tended to-
ward stabilization in the 1890's, and hy the time the new cen-
tury dawned the teaching hody of the country was reafy to lis-
ten to any constructive ideas that might be brought forth. 
'I'he early 1900's m:ight be c,:. lled the er·a of school re-
form, for the three great names of the ueriod, those of ~illiam 
James, Colonel Francis 1i. Parker, and John Dewey, are synonymous 
with reform. The basis for their reform ideas was £Srowth--phys-
ical, mental, and cultural development. "They were the creative 
.analysts who cut straight throu~:sh the superfjc:ial oetails of 
admirli,s tra tion and vi su'llized the scl1ool ln a totally new arlen-
tation" (41:21). 
The first of these men, first at least in uoint of time, 
was ,_-~illiam JB.mes, whose hlghly regarded Psychology, which ap-
peared in 1890, and his Talks to Teachel'S, which wgs publlshed 
tvvo years later, developed .the thought that education -- ( 
:i$ for behavior, and habits are the stuff of which behavior co:n- · 
sis ts. The James psychology cons t!1nt ly stresses the vvords be-
hs.vior, p;rovvth, and activ:ity. James s·lVl educatton in terms of 
growth--physical, intt>JJectual, moral,--all-:t'ound o:rowth. t'The 
total child was envisaged. 'I'he aims of educ'l ti on j ncream ingly 
centered on the develoPment of his indjviduality. Children were 
reg1rded as un:ique individuals with personal ri~hts" (41:37). 
New scientific Procedures had been develope~ in psychol-
ogy by '!Jundt, Cattell, and others, and new procedures in the 
fjelr of statistics had been evolved by Galton, ~earson, and 
the English school of biometricians during the latter part of 
the ntnteenth century. These developments had been taken over 
lnto the field of education, and had as their American protagon:. 
:ls ts Thorndike and Judd. An increased understanding of c?ild 
.. learning was the result of the lrnpact of this group of educa-
tional scientists on the conventional school. 
Qolonel Francis I. Parker, the fjrst head of the denart-
ment of education at the University of Chi~ago, former head 
of the Cook County Normal School, and prior to that intimate-
ly bound up with the reforms in the schooJs of Q,ulncy, Massa-
chusettes, .that' caught the educati anal eye of Amerlca, broke 
with the tr:J.ditional idea of a school with the establishment 
of his child-centered school in Chicagp. It was John Dewey, 
however, head of the department of educ·a tion at the Unj. ve~si-
ty of Chmcago from 1894, w~en Parker resip:;,....ed, to.1.904, and 
pro!fiessor of philosophy at the same school, whose volumtnous 
work is well known to every student of educatlon, and who at 
present is able, from his point of vantage at Columbia 
,, 
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erslty, to look back upon a life of achievement, who irsnited 
the flrst flame of the current educational revolution. One 
book (41:39) ~')uts the matter succinctly. nin striving to cut 
th1•ough ,the 61•ust of the disciplinary conception he seiz,ed 
th d t . f t' - t . . t !! upon e oc r1ne o grow n ~na ac 1v1 y. Thus, lt can be 
seen, Dewey was·but folJowing the ideas of James, hut nut-
ting them into ~ractical form. 
One of the earliest indications that the ideas of James 
were being carried on to th~ir ultimate bounds of application 
apoeared ~n the prorieedings of the National Educatlon Associa-
tion for 1901, when G. Stanley Hall (14:474-488), who was to 
earn in subsequent years the reputation for being the· fore-
most authority on adolescent psychology, made his first ad-
dress before this body. His paper gave a searching analysis 
of the psychology of childhood, with spec~al emphasis on the 
period of adolescence. 
Fletcher B. Dreselgr (9:912), tn his addre~s in 1q07 
showed the unmistakable imprint of the work that had been star-
ted by Parker and Dewey. 
We have learned through study of the native j,nter-
ests of chlldren t:t·1t muc1'1 of the school work we have 
insisted upon has hadv:fuo :~itaJI:ceffect upon their chj_ld-
ish [ivas and has aroused no active participation there-
in. As a result of this point of view, school men have 
been forced to more careful consideration of the curric-
ula, to question carefully the needs and reactions of 
children •• Interest is one of the most si~nificant 
words in our educational vocabulary •• It has made the 
WQrk of the teacher more joyous, more endurable, and 
has helped to est8blish relations between ou~il and · 
parent previously impossible. 
This factor of interestingness has previously been cited 
as a means for the improvement of discipline, Ch3rles De Gqr-
·:: .. 
rno Ji~=<ving advocated its use ln tLe convcntton of 1sgo (op.c1t.), 
··;nd B. L. ;Jjs-o:ins recomnendin~ it Uie sa1r1e ye·r (o;J.cit.). 
At the same meeting in which rbll macJe his fj_rst "U1-Jllc 
contribution to educational psyc'nolor";y, ·.;j_lliam E. ?. Faunce, 
I 
who iB considered one of the outstanding presidents of Er6wn 
University _(12:630), sounded a w~rnin~ thqt seemed to come 
from .a rea lizB.t ion of the trv.th of ,!1mes 1 s psycho logy. He 
1:mrned that 11 the Sl)irit of pettj_ness 1.nc1 fussiness in scl·,ool 
sdministrRtion, the exaltation of the trivial, and lhe na~-
~in~ or p~pils by martinets dressed in a little brief aut~or-
ity, may produce serious nervous disorders in children, and 
must produce a narrowing of howizon and a contraction of 
spirit. 
John Dewey himself, appearin~ before the meeting of 
1?02, pointed out the dj f'ficultj es ln the W'>y of tl1ose who 
would make the school something that would contribute to the 
welf2re of society (8:377-378): 
',Je may feel sure tlYt t in time j ndepend ent jud o:ment, · 
with the individual freedom and responsibility that ~o 
wi_th it, will more than make ~ood the temnorart losses. 
But meantime there is a temporary loss. Parental au-
thority has much less influence jn controlling the con-
duct of children. ~everence seems to decay on every 
s1de, nnd boj_sterousness an(, hoodlumlsm to increase. 
FlipJ9ncy toward parental and other forms of constituted 
aut~ority waxes, while obedient orderliness wapes. The 
domest1c ties themselves, as between husband and wife 
as well as in relation to children, lose something of 
their permanence and sanctity. The cnurch, with lts 
supernatural s1nct~ons, its meqns of shap1ng the daily 
life of its adherents, finds its grasp slowly slipning 
away from it. vJe mtr;ht as well frankly recoo;ntze tl1a t 
many of the old agencies for moralizing man~ind, and 
of keeoing them 11v1ng decf'nt, respectable, and orderly 
lives, are losing in eff~ciency-- particularly, those 
agencies whic1l rested for their force upon custom, trs.-
dition, and unouesti:ning acce-otance. 
I 
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The first year of the century s::1w a paper r•ead ( 11:123) 
that furnished many noints and observa t:i.ons of interest for an 
:i.nvest:tgator. This spe'tker maintained that the best d:i.scipl:i.ne 
is that which produces the natural moral development of the 
:tdeal vli thin the nature of the child. 'nlis development is de-
pendent primarily upon the personality of the teacher and the 
:tnfluence exerted through the power of suggestion. As teachers, 
she said, "our ~roblem is to retain the immense vitality of the 
children, to purify it by admixture of higher l:tfe-qualities, 
and, above all, to keep it :in continuous express:ton.a The 
fundamental factors of succesful disci~line that she lay down 
were: 
1- Natural apU tude to control and govern. 
2- Perso1:1al magnetlsm. 
3- The ·)ower to express the beautiful impulses 
and noble emot~ons bf a strong, steadfnst 
chal'ncter. 
The principles of James ~nd Dewey seem to be expressed in 
r,:iss Edmund's paper, althoup;h it was too early -in the century 
~o ascr:tbe any influence to Dewey. Rather, it could be ssid 
thn t the speaker was probably an a(~herent of ,James. Her idens 
on the objectives of d:tscipline are illuminating (11:125): 
To my m~ nd, ·discipline j_s the very essence of the tea-
cher's indtviduali ty .and sholild be allowed to follow the 
outlines of one's own peculiar powers; it should furn:i.sh 
an outle:t of expression for· the teacher's spirit. The 
stronger the teacher, the more spontaneity will sh~ rrl-
low, the morP wi'l she encourage self-direction; for if 
self-government be tlre whole object of political freedom, 
then self-control is the lPgitimate primary oh,iect of a 
child's inst1•uction. Discipline should in no way renress 
act-ivit.y, but should d:trect it by means of regulated re-
I 
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stratnt. Activity we must have, for without it there 
would be nothing to discipline. 
It is evident from her paper that even at that early date 
there were tes.chers who looked upon the new mrthods of me'lsur-
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ing the effect of instruction as ends in themselves, rather than 
as the means for the attainment of definite objectives. She ob-
serves that good order, while a necessity in every school r0om, 
is but the merest incident in the series of steDs by which the 
child should learn self-government. The most that can be hoped 
for in the earli~st years of training is to develop a habit of 
right obedience by applying true moral stimuli and reouiring 
regul~r obed1ence ·to them. nThis basis of habit is what we. 
have to '.Vork with when the development of reason proceeds, 
and the ch1ld learns that above him is the law, a 1d that the 
law 1s for his good and the good of his fellows, and that 
obedience to the law must be absolute. To bring him into a 
right attitude toward tV1is law, he must first be taught its pur-
pose and operation, and then led voluntarily to adopt it as a 
rule of his life. 11 
An even p:reater and more bluntly expressed complaint con-
cerning the practiee of some schools, with some thoughtful sug-
gestions for a method of procedure, was presented in 1903 
(44: 76ii). 
We are becoming convinced that our problem is not 
the teaching of so much arithmetlc, reading, and spel-
ling; much less is it the recording of endless measure-
merits, the tabulation and•comparison of extensive ob~ 
serva tions an('. experiments, with t he .purpose of making 
some scientific generalization. Our problems are liv-
ing problems demanding living solutions• Each one is 
presented in the shape of a living child, who, we qu1ck-
ly find, is the focus of endless subordinate problems, 
whose conditions are changing from day to day. 
I 
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Our primary duty as teachers is to solve each of these 
child-problems, not with paper of text-books, not on 
paper of a thesis, but in the broader, richer~ nobler, 
healthier lives which we can enable and i_nspire these 
children to live. 
Character building through the inculcation of right hab-
its is one of the salient characteristics of the James doc-
tri_ne. The application of this princiPle to the problem of 
discipline was the concern of a paper read in 1908 (47:248). 
This individual believed that school discipline, because it 
tends to form right habits, is-a potent factor iri character 
building. These habits are necessary for the proper organi-
zation and management of a school. Even the necessary law of 
prompt and regular attendance at school is in itself a val-
uable t:r:aining. Added to this, the school requirements of 
system, industry, obecience, self-reliance, and regard for 
the rirrhts of others make·for a mjne of moral training. 
An attitude of the teacher toward the problem of dis-
cipline that seems to point toward an increasing consctous-
ness of training the pupil for h~ later social life was re-
corded in 1908 (42:244-245).-
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Much of the so-called dj_scj_pline in school C(?)!Uld be avoid-
. ed j_f boys and girls were impressed with a sense of re-
sponsibill.ty toward their schoolmates. For instance, 
the boy who disturbs his class by fooBsh nranks, who 
will not settle down to serioui work, because it is 
more interesting to act the clown while the class ap-
plauds, will be-grea tly benefited, and the characters 
of the class greatly strengthened, if they, realizing 
their responsibility for their neighbor•s conduct; re-
fuse to be amused by his silly or even witty tricks •• 
If now they refuse to be influenced they may be the 
means of vvinnj_ng back into the ranks of good citizen-
ship a fellow-being who otherwise may be forever an 
outcast from society. 
The last speaker of this decade, last at least for the 
I 
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consiC:el·'lt:ion of this chapter, advocated in 1909 (38:230-231) 
an investigation of the worst problem cases to seP whether or 
not the problem child were suffering from heart hunger. In 
Ler own wo:rds: 
There is not a te·•cher in all our broad land who would 
khowingly let a chi ldt s bc1dy starve to death for want of' 
physical food. Why should any child's heart or soul be 
allowed to starve to death for want of a little sympathy 
and affection? Bodily starvation, at its worst, can only 
end in death; soul starvation, at its worst~ ends in a 
hateful, ugly, defiant, lawless attitude toward authority, 
which not only" l'ujns the starvec1 one but brings disaster 
to the social order •• Child-rescue is our duty; child-
ruin is our shame. The best way to keep a child from 
doinr-; something bad is to set him to work doing something 
gooCl. It is our duty to fj_nd the something p;ood. It is 
our shqme if the child chooses something bad. 
While it would be inaccurate to judge the influence of the 
so-called educational reformers by the words of their immediate 
contemporaries, and although the first ten years of the cen-
tury,. taken by themselves, would give a very :incomplete pic-
ture of the eff~ct of these doctrines on discipline, still it 
is evident that the speakers at the conventions of tre Nation- • 
al Bducation Association were at least sympathetically inclined. 
Of the 9295 pages embracing all the reports of the decade ( no 
meeting of the association was held in 1906), 106 were devoted 
to a -discussion of discipline, and throughout each of the Slieech-
es on discipline could be discerned the influence of the lead-
ing educational minds of thecday. 
A summary of the main points from the standpo:i.nt of the 
subject of this paper, as renorted in the proceedlngs of the 
National Education Association, follows: 
Objectives 2.£ discipline: Three speakers contributed the l following: winning back to the ranks of good citizenship by ~he 
r 
'%0 .. 
proper disciplinary procedure those problem children who would 
otherwise become outcasts; the natural development of the ideal 
within the nature of the child; self-control; to direct activ-
ity by means of regula~ed restraint; to retain the vttality of 
children, and to purify it by an admixture of ht_~her life-qual-
i ties, and to keeD it in continuous expressi.on; to awaken grad-
ually in the child the knowledge that law is for his good and 
for the good.of all, and that obedience to the law must be ab-
solute; to establish right habits. 
Methods attacked. This period was singu1arly free from 
any great volume of attack. Three speakers attacked: the use 
of educational tests and measuPements as ends in themselves 
rather than as means toward ends; a repre:cs:ion of activity; 
.. 
methods of pettiness and fussiness; the exaltation of the 
trivial; the nagging of pupils. 
Means suggested. Six speakers suggested ways and means 
for getting and improving discipline. Among the suggest5.ons 
were: sympathy, affection, and a lessening of soul-starvation 
in children; to set the child to work doing something that is 
good; inculcating a sense of responsibility toward hts school 
mates, made effective by the cooperat~on of the student body 
as a whole; solving each problem individually, not by a text 
book, but ln relatjon to life; the personality of the tea-
cher and her influence through the power of suggestion, alded 
by personal magnetism and the power to express the beautiful 
and the noble; to teach the child the puruose and operation of 
the lav1, and then lead him to adopt it voluntarily as a rule 
, 
; 
of life; the creation of inte1•est in the subject matter. 
Warnings and fears. Three spea1{ers prAsented matsdal 
that should fall logi'cally into this category. The most im-
portant thoughts were: parental influence, by :i.ts decay, W<J.S 
causing a rise of flipoancy, boisterousness, hoodlumism, and 
decay of reverence. Obedience is waning. The old qgencies 
for moralizing mankind and of keeping him decent are losing 
their efficiency; wrong methods·in teaching may cause ser-
ious nervous disorders in children, and must cause a narrow-
ing of horizon and a contraction of soirit; soul-starvation 
ends in a hateful, ugly,_defiant, lawless attitude toward 
authority, which not only ruins the victim, but also brings 
disaster to the social order • 
. 
•.·. 
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CHAPTER VI. 
LATER EFFECTS o~· THE EDUCATIONAL REFORIV:ERS. 
The yea~s .between 1910 and 1931 are grouped together in 
this chapter more for the sake of unity than for any other rea-
son. These twenty-two years bear the tmpression of th~ for-
ces that were set in motton in the early years of the cen-
tury, and the material investigated seems to bear out the as-
sumption that the chief educ:1tional thought of the period, es-
pecially that relating to discipline, traces its origin to the 
work done in the preceding ten or fifteen yeara. Much has been 
accompl1_shed in fields outside the scope of this paper, partie-
ularly in the realm of psyc11ological research and in the re-
finement of methods of teaching, but a careful study of the lit-
erature of the period tends to bear out the impression that the 
movement for character education through disclpline, which 
resched its hei~Sht after 1910, as well as the other trends in 
discipline, can be traced back to the work of James, Parker, 
~ 
and· D~ey. This can be illustrated by a passap;e from a book 
that appeared in 1925 (25:130-148). The principles of dis-
cipli_ne that the author advocates might be exhibited as an 
example of the progress in the conception of discipllne that 
the teaching body of America as a whole has achieved stnce 
.1870. 
1- Discipline should be built upon a recognition 
of the rights anq respons1bilities of the mem-
hers of the school as a social group. 
2- Good discipline aims to secure the conditions 
47 j 
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most fnvorable for carrying on the learning nro-
cess. 
3- Discipline should develop in the punil the so-
cial ideals, attitudes, ~nd habits which are de-
sirable in mature life, to the end that he may 
become capable of self-direction. 
Undesirable or Doubtful .liiethods: 
1- Any punishment jnflicted in anger. 
2- Corporal punishment. 
3- The use of threats. 
4- Detention. 
5- Sarcasm or ridicule. 
6- Forced apology. 
7- The assignment of extra tasks. 
I 8- Deprivation of marks. 
9- Demerits. 
10- Penalties without considerat5on of individ-
ual differences. 
Desirable Methods: 
1- The use of group judgment. 
2- Deprivation of privileges. 
3- Suspension and expulsion. 
4- Reports to parents. 
Corporal punishment, which Johnaon entirely e:xeludes as 
a sanction for author.ity, is given a slightly different t::'eat..;. 
ment by Bagley in his book of 1923 (3:117}: 
Corporal 'punishment ia at best onl:y a tehtHtive measure, 
designed to teqch the child the initial lessons of· de-
-cency and order. It is an extremely effective agency 
' I 
for fulfilling thi~ function if it is used temperately. 
and with go'!d sense •. Its possi~ilities o:f evil are jn-
calculable if it is usea in any other way. 
It has been found that no innovation is qm unmixed bles-
sing. So it was with the newer mode of enforcing discipline. 
Olive M. Jones, an elementary scboo:}. pri-ncipal hi the New 
York City school aystem, reported in the Bulletin of the De-
partment of Ele~entary School Principals (26:10) that, while 
a teacher need no longer fear to seek aid in disposing of her 
problem cases, the situation-has merely changed rather than 
improved. 
<> 
If- the discipline of twenty-five years ago was too se-
vere, unreasonable, and unjust to both teacher and pu-
pil, it was followed by a laxity in the name of self-
expression and individual initiative which is just aa 
lnjurious to teaching, to group action, to character, 
and to making young men and women willing and good tea-
chers as the former condition was. Worse still, if per-
mitted to cont.inue, its inevitable result is the de-
struction of respect for law in_the child and the de-
velopment of insincerity in the teacher. 
Another writer in the Bulleti~ of the Department of El-
ementary School Principals (30:7q) said that the modern tea-
cher has escaped to a large extent from the professional no-
tion of preceding generations that misbehavior on the part ·of 
the child is a manifestation of orig:i.nal sin. She asserted, 
and this seems to point to the influence of. James, that mis-
behavior is rather an urgent respon_se to :i.rritationa--mental, 
social, or physical-- or to wrong hab:i.t formations bo};h of 
which must be localized, analyzed, and tre~~ed by the teacher. 
11 No teacher who has been touched by educational literature 
or professional tra:lning in the last de·cade can escape the util-
ization of this-principle at least within.the limitations of our 
preaent schqolroom organization. The case of our present 
50 
uca.tional philosophy is ~:, clear one for both teacher and child: 
the only justification for knowing the good, the desirable, is 
doing the good." 
This author was more optimistic than some who have been quo-
ted, for she felt that not only have we derived.from the present 
day social philosophers the instrument of a pragmatic education-
al philosophy, but we have also learned the thought from the phil-
osophy of a reverence for the personality of a child, this be-
ing expressed /n a schoolroom program that gives evidence not 
only of the faj_th but also of the practice of that reverence. 
During this perlod there· was a slight let-down j_n the a-
mount of material on discipline in the proceedings of the Na-
tional Education Association. This might be accounted for by 
tbe larger implications of the philosophy that was·so general-
ly accepted by educators. Whereas in preceding generations the 
teacher,s had been content to discuss oisc:tpl:tne as a problem 
:tn itself, .:tt now became so completeilly :tdent:tfied with other 
problems, such as that of character education, that it was 
an extremely diff:tc'Jlt task to keep the investigatj_on centered 
on the original problem. From the evidence of the few spea-
kers who treated the problem, though, it is safe.to say that 
it had not as yet ceased to be·a problem. In fact, the dif-
f:tcul ties experienced we.re not different in the rna in from 
those already reported upon in these pages. 
The same Olive Jones referred to above was made chairman 
of a committee to investigate and report on behavior problems 
in America. In the preliminary report df her committee--the 
present writer was unable to find evidence that the committee 
I 
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bas as yet brought in its final report-- the behaviov problem 
child was defined as"thoae who stand out or who differ from others 
of. their group because of certain undesirable· habits, personal-
ity traits, or behavior in the home, school, or community; whose 
conduct interferes, or is ltkely to interfere, with the individ-
ual's--or the group's-- fullest development and usefulness so-
cially, educationally, or hygienically, and whose behflv'ior may 
result in more serious handicaps of one sort or another in la-
ter life" (27:244). 
One of the speqkers in the 1915 convention (20:658-659) 
' .~ 
advocated the following of the principles of modern psychol-
ogy in the treatment of discipl'inary cases. He recorrnnended 
the use of the social instincts , chief among which are: 
1- gregariousness, or the liking to be with our own kind. The 
use of this instinct should afford d~ily op-ortunities for 
making social adjustments and shoudd discipline the pupil into 
becoming gradually a member of a group; 2- mastery and submis-
sion, which develop the necessary lea.ders and fo., lowers; 3-
:).ove of approval. This instinct is usee" for the moat part in 
too shallow and superficial a way, gtving apProval rather to 
the veneers of life, the external symbols. of clothes and ms.n-
ners, rather than upon the more soltd virtues which ms.~ ds.ily 
life livable: kindl:tness, considerat~on for others, and du-
ties done which contribute to the welfare of the home, the 
school, and the community. 
The most signif1.c,:,nt work contributed to the ends of this 
··paDer in the Nat-tonal Education Association for the period un-
der irivestigation was read by Walter F. Lewis in 1910 (29:174-78) • 
./ 
He said that the discipline of the school is growing less 
autocratic as time goes on, and that as it grows less autocratic 
it becomes more attrnctive to the pupils. Echoing the thought 
of the pePiod, he said that the great problem of school govern-
ment is to train the boy and· girl so that when they leave the 
school and take their piaces in the w~rld they go forth as hon-
est, upright, decent citizens. For this reason he said that the 
question of school discipline must be considered as a moral one. 
Discipl1ne to be successful, he sa1d, and work for the best 
interests ---or the child, must be blued upon a respect for the tea-
cher, and come involuntarily, almost spontaneously. A spirit of 
hearty cooperation must obtain between both partj_es in the school-
the teacher and the pupil. This being accomplished, the wol'k of 
the school should be largely pleasure, and the dj_scipline, of the 
school a relatively easy task. 
The great importance of disc:tpline from the point of view 
of the teacher's professional success is made clear. 
·The discipline of the .s~hool Js a large part of the success 
of the teacher. Broad scholarship is no guarantee of this 
success. The teacher· may have many excellent qualitJes, 
but through her power as a disciplinarian she is rated 
either a succPss or a failure. We expect all normal pu-
-)ils to respond to sensible discipline, a djs cipline that 
is steady, firm, based on thorough understanding between 
teacher and pupil. Such a scheme of discj_pline will take 
into consideration the varied but rational interests of 
the children •• There must be a 'Strong publ::i.c opinion 
in the schr;0l in favor of\ discipline of the right sort. 
With a -close sympathy between pupil and teacher, and plen-
ty of steady, honest work, the question of dj_scipline is 
solved for the ~re0t majority of oupils. 
Mr. Lewis, who was superintendent of schools of Port Hu-
ron, IVIlch1gan, at the tj_me he read this paper, handled the prob-
lem of punjshment in a thoughtful manner. He called to the at-
I 
· .. 
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tention of his hearers the existence every now and then in the 
classea of nearly all teachers ,ao~ul'l1'fmpll of so deftant an at-
titude that the fear of punishment, and that alone, will lmep 
him in line until the teacher can attempt to develop a better 
spirit in him. Sometimes these boys cannot be won over, and 
when this is the case the problem child should not be a:llowed 
to disrupt the school and its d5scipline. Lewis was unqualif-
iedly ag·~nst corporal punishment, or any other 11 form of dis-
cipline through assault and battery! 11 He felt it to be a mis-
take, howe.ve:rr, to make the use of corporal punishment impos-
si ble, for then there would be nothing in reserve to cope with 
the most serious cases of disobedience, stubbornness· and de- · 
fiance. However, if it were necessary to choose between cor-
poral punishm~nt ·and suspending a boy from school, it SPemed 
to the speaker that the former is less injurious than the 
latter to the future life of the boy. 
No one questions that the highest mottves should be 
employed, and in well-disciplined schools, with teach-
ers of broad common-sense and large understand:i.ng, it 
:i.s seldom resort~d to. Probably in ninety-nine case& 
out of a hundred even in these extreme cases mentioned 
above there ill some better way that will touch these 
pupils. But a little spanking is preferable to dis-
order and lawlessness, better for the boy and better 
for the school. In a very, very-few cases it acta 
favorab.ly" toward discipline.. For the most part kind-
ness, firmness, and self-control will nroduce good dis-
clpline. In ~=>:eneral terms a te2cher may be unfitwho 
must use the rod. But after other means have been 
tried to the utmost, rather than the truant school 
or expulsion a little corporal punishment is less in-
jusious. 
The methods and. objectives of discipline enunciated by 
Lewia bear the impression of the influence of James ~nq those 
·who carried hia doctrines to their logical conclusions, that 
a resume of' them will be worth the space consumed. Ordinar-
ily, he said, th.e child respects the rigbt and the good, and 
the true conception of discipline is hased upon such a feel-
ing of' the child. While an orderly school, subject to the will 
of the teacher, is presumed, the scheme of' discipline must have. 
the pupjl in mind. The objectives are the direction of' virtue, 
the development of moral strength in the child, not through_ 
talking or preaching, but through the child seeing and f'eeaing 
the presence of' good conduct all around him in the school life. 
. . . 
Thia is to be brought about~ through daily and yearly traintng. · 
Or dees this training avail nothing? Has it. no value 
1n the general training of the schoolroom? •• Is it useless 
to insist upon obedience, or fruitless to f~~ habits of 
honesty and integrity? •• If this is true our discipline 
would become uaeless. If' these habits formed in school 
do not become part of' the :indivldual and make for law and 
citizenship', then discipline counts for nothing in de-
veloping obedience and self-control •• Honesty, upright-
ness, s-efl-control are taught by example until a habit is 
formed. Every scheme of discipline atqnds for theae v:l.r-
tues through a continual re~pect for authority. 
In line with the sentiments expressed by other writers of' 
the period concerning the social aspects of diacipllne, Mr. 
Lewis maintained that the dlscipline of the school for ·all 
· classes should impress upon the chlldr"'n the realizaM_on that 
they share in the responsibilities of their fellows, aa well 
. . 
as in the duties. This realization should be b:vought about 
through emphasis upon their own rights and upon the privileges 
of others# He suggested the device of self-government in the 
upper grades for making the whole control easier, as well as 
I 
.I 
to create a feeling of responaibility in the pupil. If the pu-
pil·, who ordinarily is conscious of the· viola. tiona of' rulea. 
on about him· daily, but whootake.a these ·violations aa a 
matter of no concern to himself because it is .not his province 
to interfere in: matters l!rf government, should be shown that he 
ia part of the government_, discipl:lne could be maintained by 
and through the efforts of all. Among the forms of self-gov-
e:rnment Mr. Lewis mentioned the device of the schnnl city,·which 
had been attempted with success in several of the large c:tties 
of the country. However, in 1910 the idea seemed slaw to spread. 
Mr. Lewis waa highly in favor of the school city method of dis-
cipline, for in it he aaw new and important elements brought 
into school discipline, for pupils instead of blindly obeying 
the commands d1' others are led tothink for themselves. In 
addition, and this was stressed as an item of major jmportance, 
the children are trained in the practice of citizenship. 
This concludes the material gathered from the proceefli~gs 
of the Natlonal Ec'ucation Association. --It is thought best, how-
ever, to go outside tbis source for an effective summary of the 
most modern c·;nception of discipline and tts functions. 'l'hia 
is taken from a·book published in 1931 (6:174) • 
•• the methods of pupil control which so long pre-
vailed have no place in the schools of a modern demo-
cr~cy. Progressive educators now think of the schools 
as a miniature community, a segment of tn~c;ltft~tcodtside, 
where teachers and puptls comb'ne to form a social group. 
The members of this.group are mot:tvated by common pur-
poses and are striving together to attain goals which 
they a~ a group accept as-des1rable. rhough the teachers 
still reserve certain authority which can be called upon 
if necessary, the ma,jor emphasis is placed upon their 
functions as leaders. Disclpline is no longer an end :ln 
itaelf; it is no longer enforced through external au-
thority in the form of, arbitrary rules and regulations; 
instead, it has now become a means to an end. Uontrol 
is exercised almost entirely through st[mdards of con-
duct which the group accepts as conducive to its own best 
lnterests. 
· In the aialytical surrnnary of. the tll()ughts brought forward 
.. 
in the ad?resses and papers of the Nat:Fmal Educ~,tion Associa-
tion for tbe period 1910-1931, it will be n6ticed that the trend 
of thought seemed to be in the same direction as that of the 
first dec8de of the century. It is quite ev~dent that the 
_problem of dtscipline had ceased to be a pressing one, or that 
the niethods in vogue were for the most oa rt considered sa tis-
factory,. for of a total of 23,781 pages in ·the reports of the 
proceefings of the National Education Association for this 
period, but 43 were devoted to discipline as such. ~7hile it 
is true that much was said and done .3.bout character education 
,. 
. and tnoti va tion, these aspects of the teaching problem, as was 
statef in Chapter I, were ~utside the scope of this paper. 
Still, it cannot be inferred. that the problem had been aettled 
satisfactorily to all, for a book published in 1928 (16:6) 
gives the impression that such isnot the case. The author. 
speaks of di~cipline as 
•• a very real problem now existing 1n educattonal 
thougl:t and prac.tice. On the one hand, it is held tf'at 
the control or discipline of pupils is prerequisite to 
the1.r proper educational growth or guidance. It is at 
present urged by some •• that recourse must be made to 
the rather old--fashioned discip15.ne of authority, w~ th 
its prompt and unquestioned obedience to commands, not 
merely as provid1ng conditj_ons basic to proper educational 
procedure, but .also as a means of-improving the rreneral 
socia~ situation. 
Objectives of discipline: the fo 1 1owing objectives were 
announced· during thi.s --Jeriod by speakers in the Na,ti onal Ed-
ucation Assoc1ation conventions: to tr~in the child so that 
when he lea:v.es school and goes out lnto the world he goes 
forth as an honest, upright, decent citizen; the direction of 
virtue, and the development of moral strength; the develop-
-:~ 
·t ,' 
ment of social responsibili.ties; the teaching of honesty, up-
rightness, self-control, t:hrough the medium of example, and 
for thec)Ob,iectfve of forming right habits. 
Means SU(Cgested: Among the means put forward during this 
period are :i.ncluded the following: authority with obedience 
behind it; authority both from within and from without; to base 
discipline upon a"'respect fov the teacher and to cause it to 
come involuntarily, almost spontaneously; a spirit of kindly' 
coope"·'ation between the teacher and the pupil, creating pleas-
ure in the school work, and thereby removin~ the di.fficulty 
and the onerous aspects of discipline; the use of the social 
instincts as revealed by modern psychological discoveries; a 
steady, firm discipline, based upon a thorough understanding 
between teacher and pupil, taking into consideration the va-
ried but rational interests of the children; a str~ng public 
. -
opinion in the school_for discfpline of the right sort, plus 
.plenty of steady, honEst work; the ho:}.ding in reserve of the 
pos~ibility of corporal puhishment for extreme cases, since 
corporal purii.shment is preferable to/ the deleterious effects 
consequent upon expulsion from school; kindness, f:trmness, 
and self-control; a discipline based upon a respect for the 
right and the good that is _inherent in.the child; keeping 
the pupil in mfund; emphasis placed upon the rights ·of the 
pupils and the privileges of others-; self-gove~nment ir the 
upper grades; the Brownlee word-a-month plan-i~ the lower 
g1•ades; the school city; reverence for the personality of the 
child; utilizing the knowledge that misbehavior is an urgent 
_respo_p.se to irritations-- mental, wocial, or physical,-- or 
) . 
to wrong habit formations, both of which must be localized, 
1 
(. 
ana yzed, and treated by the teacher. 
Methods attac'ked. Very little was found in the inves-
tigation of this period that could be catalogued under this 
heading. In one paper (51:57), the Jnference W'ls. ~p.a.t the 
author was opposed to "pln-drop 11 oroer- and irksome restrlc-
tions, whlle the .other attack, that upon untr~nking use of 
corporal punishment, has already been mentioned at some 
length. 
Observations. Among the observatfona that may be con-
sidered of value were the following: the discipline of a 
schoo 1 is growing less autocratic ye-:~r by year; it ia more 
attractive to the pupils. The ~uestion of school discipline 
-must be considered as a: moral one. Many teachers are auto.;. 
crats in their plan of. discipline; this ia noticttable in 
every exercise of the school. The discipline of the school is 
a large part of the success of the teacher. Broad schola-rship 
is no guarantee of this success; the teacher may have many ex-
cellent qualities, but through her power as a disciplinarian 
she is rated as either a succes~ or a failure.. We expect all 
normal persons to re.spond to a sensible· discipline. Talld.ng 
will not produce good conduct; the pupi.l must see '1nd feel 
it in the school li.fe; it must be brought 3bout through da~1y 
and yearly trainj_ng. 
' 
·VII. 
CONOLUSlONS FROM THIS STUDY. 
The sixty years under lnvest:tgation fu:rnished evldence of ( 
growth and pr·ogress in the a ttttude of the educators of America 
toward the problem of discipllne. From the comparlsons made in 
. 
the precedlng chapters of the thoughts advanced by the members 
of the National Education Association -w::tth the ideas promulga-
ted by the leading educa tirmal minds of the past few generations, 
it is evident that the school men of ·the country were eager FJ.nd 
'· .,,....,,:'. ;.'.· 
willing to put into actual classroom practice any dev·i.ces that 
would ·tend to uttlize discipline for. worthy ends.· Pestalozz:t, 
Froebel, Msn:(l, Hall, Peirce, James, Parker, Dewey, and many 
other lesser names, led the way toward reform, and the ma,ior-· 
ity of teachers folJowed. 
In 18'70 the teachers of.the country were divlded upon two 
main po:lnts. The first one was the extent to.which author:tty 
. . . ~:· 
should be used in the enforcement of discipline. That :tt·w.as ; ., . 
used and abused to a large extent is ev1.dent from the numerous 
attacks m~?e upon it. The other was the proper use of corporal 
punlshment. 
I 
Corporal punishment, its use and its abuse, was a point upo n 
which was. expended much thought and controversy. 'rn the 18'70 ~s 
and 1880's the question was not whether or not to use it, but 
just na.t const:t tuted abuse of the means. of control. The icffiea of 
its use is old, and was rather firmly lmplanted in the minds of 
'the t~aching profession, and the advoc:J.cy of its use, althou~p 
.. 
in a very mild way, is d:i.scernlble as late as 1910.. An inte\>est- · 
·,.~' 
ing explanation for. thts PJF advanced by a speaker in 1894 
. (45: 765-766). He laj:'d 1~ to the evolutionary process that, ts 
followed by educat1on in all countries. The fbst, or pril\"'! 
itive stage, is repr.~~ented by the question tha.t determines the 
fitness of applicants for teaching posi~ions, "Can he lick alr' 
. 
the big boys? .Is .he' a good disciplinarian ?tt This stage is not 
only satisfied with the use of cornoral punj_shmm.en, but actually 
implies its desirability. Discipline m~ant only bodily pain, 
and bodily pain flavored with ·f. few facts constituted edu,eation. 
The second stage, the faith of the people as ·a whole in the 
efficacy of the rod is .shaken. They no longer look upon it aa 
the sole meana of keeping discipline, for the question now is, 
not f1can he" but 11 does he"-- not wield the rod-- but keep good 
order? 
In this second stag·e, they are conceding to the teacher 
a· great deal-- the ·mode of pun::i.shment •• Even when school 
discipltne has ·reached its secon.JB. stage, the battle is st111 
a hard one •• Many of the people of this age have seen 
such ben~fic1al results from milder means that they dare 
not openly quest1on its efficiency, yet they fpndly ci:hing 
to the memory of "those good old d:1ys of yore.' •• The maj-
ority of the people of this age, however, were ready to 
concede to the teacher the manner· of maintaining order. 
But they still clup.g to the necessity for good order and 
to their theor.ies of what constituted good order. 
Thus can be seen part of the reason for some of the seeming 
back-tracking 1n some sf the iqeas expressed from time to ttme. 
The early speakers and writers were strong in the1r denunciations 
of the use of authority, the exaction of unquestioning obedience, 
and the use.of repressive measures in the handling of pupils. 
For many years the attempt was made to have educators treat dis-
cipline from the point of individual differences, the rea.lizati6 n 
of' the individuality of the child,. and the utilization of 
' ' ' ' '~>., • 
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' :·~r' 
cip11ne for the formation of right habits. While the early days 
thought of order and decorum in the classroom as an indispensabl-. 
element of the teaching process, later writers strove to make 
the methods of control means for the improvement of the social 
life of 'the child, both during the school period, and in after 
life. 
That the ideas promulgated in the meetings· of the National 
Education Assoc;~ation had some Influence in the matter of dis-
- :" ' 
. :., ' 
cipline' that the methods. and meli~s. sugges·ted in the early days 
of the period under investigation bore fruit, can be inferred 
from a comparison of the sentiments e.xpressed in 18'70 and 1880 
with those of the later 1900's. Those ideas upon which there 
seemed to be a unan:l.mity of opinion gradually took root, and 
in the twentieth century were followed as a matter of course. 
To give some concrete illustrations,. >t~~~)s_-only necessary to 
-~ . 
refer back to the thoughts of Hoose i~,'.:ta7o (op.cit.). The 
. .. . ~ 
ideal of a school, which he i~ferred was.non-existent in his 
day, must have· been realized to the fu.l):~st-extent in 193i, if 
. . . 
.•. 
it 1a possible to take at face value tne observations of Car-
penter and Rufi (op.cit.), and there is no immediate reason 
· why personal inv~·stlgation cannot seek the truth of their 
,1· 
at.itementa. 
It will be noted that, in spite of variance of op->nlon 
along other lines, for the past sixty years three things hav~ 
received almost unanlmous support as requisites of good dis-· 
cipline: firmness, kindneas, and sel"f-control. 
Since 1870 fear, bodily pain, coercive measures, and the 
of incompe:tent tea~rs have been outlawed iri the 
. . 
.. 
·, 
'· 
of the United States. Absolute authority, with the relationship 
ot inferior and superior between pupil and teacher, has lost 
favor. Inat~ad, the child-centered school, with a conscious-
---ness of the individual rights of the pupil, and an attempt to 
allow the fullest self-expression in those under instruction, 
has made considerable headway. ·Experiments have been made, for 
the purpose· of developing self-government and spontaneity in 
the chlld, with the devices of the school city and student gov-
ernment. The evi.dence of the proceedings of the National Educa-
tion Aasociattion-ta not suttficiently spread over any consider-
able cross-section of the educators of the country to draw any 
conclusions concerning the efficacy of these means of control. 
However, since during the preceding years the methods of dis-
. cipline that seemed to the speakers to be wrong or vicious were 
attacked in the meetings, and s:i.nce no concerted complaint con-
cerning the new methods of control has been recorded, it is to 
be inferred that the people of the country aa a whole are sat-
iafied that with the changes that have been wrought, and are 
willing to continue for the time being with things as they 
·. 
now are. 
What the discipline of the future will be ia difficult to 
From the ev:t.dence at ham~, it would seem th•t the pat-
· <tern of thought alon~·--this line ia rather well stabilized at the 
present writing, and.since the .prevailing-ideas are strong~y 
fixed in the mind& of educators, it is probable that no strong 
movement for change ia to be looked for within the 
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